
QuickMD Awarded 2022 Top-Ranked Impact Tech Solution by X4Impact 

Los Angeles, CA December 15, 2022. X4Impact is the leading Insights as a Service company for social
innovation in the US with a directory of over 3,000 providers of social good products and services. QuickMD
has been chosen by X4Impact as the top-ranked solution in the areas of Addiction and Woman Leadership for
its popularity in search results and for meeting key criteria set by the X4Impact ranking system, based on a
proprietary algorithm. 

The X4Impact Tech Directory helps nonprofits, government entities, businesses, and investors find
solutions tailored to fit their specific needs. The Tech Directory uses the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals as the rubric for sorting solutions by impact area. People can also search by keyword,
filter by X4Impact badges including diversity in leadership, or sort by most popular or most recently
added. 

QuickMD’s network of over 140 U.S.-based doctors provides world class healthcare to hundreds of
thousands of individuals struggling with Opioid Use Disorder (OUD) in over 40 states annually. The
nation’s leading provider of Telemedicine, MAT, and TeleMAT, QuickMD was awarded the 2022
Top-Ranked Impact Tech Solution by X4Impact for the categories of Addiction and Woman Leadership. 

“QuickMD is grateful for this recognition and pleased to receive awards for our TeleMAT addiction recovery
services and for our support of women in leadership,” said Jared Sheehan, CEO of QuickMD. “We are fully
committed to help end the opioid crisis which is currently at an all-time high in the U.S. In support of this
mission, QuickMD continues to hire the best minds in medicine who join us in our mission to provide
compassionate, stigma-free support for those who struggle with addiction.”

“One of the biggest challenges in this sector is measuring impact. It is easy for one to become lost trying to
decide which business, organizations, and impact-areas to support. People often have questions about
sustainable development, maximizing impact, support for BIPOC and minority-lead businesses, while
choosing organizations that prioritize public interest,” states X4Impact VP of Product, Josh Wojcik. “We have
solved this problem by using technology to curate and maintain the largest directory of high-impact
public-interest organizations helping others to shape decisions that are making our planet a better place for
future generations.” 

About QuickMD 
QuickMD is a telemedicine service with over 140 U.S.-based doctors who provide urgent care,
Medication-Assisted Treatment (TeleMAT) for opioid addiction, and a wide range of other healthcare services
to hundreds of thousands of patients annually. QuickMD is the first U.S. telehealth service to provide
buprenorphine (Suboxone) for opioid addiction entirely via telemedicine. QuickMD delivers HIPAA compliant
online healthcare that’s convenient, affordable, and accessible to all Americans regardless of location, race,
gender, age, or socio-economic status. 

About X4Impact 
X4Impact, part of the Giving Compass Network, is the leading Insights as a Service Platform for social
innovation in the US. We provide leaders of foundations, tech companies, nonprofits, social innovators,
academia, and investors with the insights, advice, and tools needed to build tomorrow's social impact



organizations and initiatives. X4Impact was honored in Fast Company's World Changing Ideas 2022 Awards
in two categories. Visit x4i.org and follow us at www.linkedin.com/company/x4impact. 
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